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Program Overview
Faculty book manuscript workshops were established to support tenure-
track faculty (especially junior faculty) in development and completion of
high-quality, pre-tenure book manuscripts. Through this program, the
sponsoring faculty member is able to invite two external reviewers from
other institutions and two internal faculty colleagues for a 1-2-day
intensive workshop at Tulane, in which the author is provided criticism
and feedback to take their near-final manuscript and transform it for
publication. The program is open to all tenure-track junior faculty in the
humanities, arts, and social sciences.
Funding can be utilized to support expenses including, but not limited to:
• Travel for external participants (airfare, lodging, etc.)
• Honoraria for external participants
• Workshop meals, room costs



Cover Page ⇒ Please list the following:
• Sponsoring Faculty Member Name
• Sponsoring Faculty Member Department

• Sponsoring Faculty Title
• Please list additional Tulane faculty sponsoring and/or 

participating as panel members in this workshop
• Name of Proposed Visitors

• University Affiliation of Proposed Visitors
• Title of Proposed Visitors
• Department/Program of Proposed Visitors
• Proposed Dates of Workshop and Visitor Travel

• Proposed Total Budget for Visit

Application ⇒ Please include the following:
• Rationale. Explain the scholarly and career benefits that 

would result from a Book Manuscript Workshop with your 
proposed visitors. Include an explanation for the 
participation of your proposed invitees due to their expertise 
in the given field/sub-field.

• Structure and content of the workshop. Please list the 
planned itinerary and activities for your workshop.

• Budget.
• Timing of event.
• Assessment. Faculty Book Manuscript Workshop 

sponsoring faculty member(s) must agree to be available for 
post-event assessment.

• CV of sponsoring faculty member. 

How to Apply
Please submit complete application on https://provost.Tulane.Edu/faculty-manuscript-workshops-application

https://provost.tulane.edu/faculty-manuscript-workshops-application


For Participants

*Adapted from Nelson, Priya, ”A Guide for Faculty 
Book Workshops” for the Center for International 
Social Science Research, University of Chicago.

Preparing for the Workshop

Relevant questions to keep in mind as 
you prepare:

• How would you describe this book?
• What is the argument and why is it 

important?
• What does this manuscript accomplish?



For Authors

*Adapted from Nelson, Priya, ”A Guide for Faculty 
Book Workshops” for the Center for International 
Social Science Research, University of Chicago.

Preparing for the Workshop

How to prepare your participants?

• Send both a PDF and Word file for the full 
manuscript well in advance of the workshop 
date (at least 1.5 months).

• Send reminders to participants in the weeks 
preceding the event to bring the relevant 
items for discussion (annotated manuscript, 
etc.) to ensure a productive workshop.

• Make sure the logistics of your event (room 
rentals, travel, etc.) are completed at least 
three weeks before.



For Participants The Workshop
In general, participants should be prepared for productive discussion which will often include disagreements. 
Remember to resist getting lost in the small details and focus on the big ideas.  

Start with the BIG 
Questions

Discuss the Main 
Chapters

Revisit the 
Introduction and 
Strengthen the 

Conclusion

*Adapted from Nelson, Priya, ”A Guide for Faculty 
Book Workshops” for the Center for International 
Social Science Research, University of Chicago.

At the conclusion of the workshop, go back and revisit the questions from the beginning of the workshop. Have 
ambiguities been addressed? Does the group have more of a consensus?



For Participants The Workshop

Helpful discussion points adapted 
from Nelson, Priya, ”A Guide for 
Faculty Book Workshops” for the 
Center for International Social Science 
Research, University of Chicago.



For Authors The Workshop

Things to remember:
• If possible, have someone take notes at the workshop. 
• With participants consent, use an audio recorder to capture all details of the discussion.
• Bring resources including this guide and other suggested resource material from the Provost’s website.
• Collect any edited pages from participants for your review and reference.

*Adapted from Nelson, Priya, ”A Guide for Faculty 
Book Workshops” for the Center for International 
Social Science Research, University of Chicago.

After the workshop:
• In the hours following, set aside 30 minutes – 1 hour making notes and writing anything that comes to mind. 

Capitalize on the ideas the workshop discussion inspires. 
• Send follow-up thank you notes to all participants in the weeks immediately after the workshop. Include any 

clarifying questions you may have. 
• Set a revision plan with the bigger picture in mind, then you can attend to “fine-tuning” your manuscript.




